# IPCRG 3rd Scientific Conference Programme
**Clarion Hotel Gillet, Uppsala**  
**24th May 2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Gillesalen</th>
<th>Swedenborg</th>
<th>Akademien</th>
<th>Carolina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.30 - 09.05</td>
<td>Opening Plenary</td>
<td>08.40 Welcome – Karin Lisspers &amp; Bjorn Stallberg</td>
<td>08.50 Overview of IPCRG and our strategy – Mike Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.10 - 10.40</td>
<td>Parallel Session 1a</td>
<td>Parallel Session 1b</td>
<td>Parallel Session 1c</td>
<td>Parallel Session 1d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 papers</td>
<td>6 papers</td>
<td>6 papers</td>
<td>6 papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.40 - 11.00</td>
<td>COFFEE AND NETWORKING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.05 - 12.40</td>
<td>Parallel Session 2a</td>
<td>Parallel Session 2b</td>
<td>Parallel Session 2c</td>
<td>Parallel Session 2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 papers</td>
<td>7 papers</td>
<td>7 papers</td>
<td>7 papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.40 - 13.35</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.40 - 15.40</td>
<td>Parallel Session 3a</td>
<td>Parallel Session 3b</td>
<td>Parallel Session 3c</td>
<td>Parallel Session 3d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 papers</td>
<td>8 papers</td>
<td>8 papers</td>
<td>8 papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.40 - 16.00</td>
<td>COFFEE AND NETWORKING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 - 16.30</td>
<td>Closing Plenary</td>
<td>16.00 Meeting highlights – Karin Lisspers</td>
<td>16.10 Top 3 abstract prize giving – Niels Chavannes &amp; Mike Thomas</td>
<td>16.20 Welcome to Athens 2014 – Ioanna Tsiligianni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**THIS INDEPENDENT PROGRAMME HAS BEEN SUPPORTED BY**
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Meeting management undertaken by the International Primary Care Respiratory Group
ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 09.10-10.40

Parallel Session 1a - Gillesalen
09.10 Annemarije Kruis. REAL-LIFE COPD PATIENTS COMPARED TO LARGE COPD STUDY POPULATIONS: AN UNLOCK EXTERNAL VALIDITY STUDY
09.25 A Burden. REAL-WORLD MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE: IS THERE A ROLE FOR INHALED CORTICOSTEROID TREATMENT
09.40 Salwan Al-ani. PREDICTORS FOR TREATMENT WITH ANTIBIOTICS AND SYSTEMIC CORTICOSTEROIDS IN ACUTE EXACERBATIONS OF COPD AND ASThma IN GENERAL PRACTICE (PEXACO STUDY)
09.55 Anne Rydén. THE INFLUENCE OF ORGANISATION OF CARE IN PRIMARY CARE ON ASTHMA CONTROL
10.10 Laura Cottey. HOW OFTEN DOES CALIBRATION OF SPIROMETERS LEAD TO A NEED TO RECALIBRATE - A PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL SURVEY?
10.25 Mats Arne. QUALITY OF FORCED SPIROMETRY IN PRIMARY CARE PRACTICE – ARE RELEVANT INDICATORS AVAILABLE FOR ANALYSIS?

Parallel Session 1b - Swedenborg
09.10 Dr. Monica Sumit Barne. CO-MORBID CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH ASTHMA (OTHER THAN CATARACT): RESULTS FROM A 1-DAY, POINT-PREVALENCE STUDY IN 2,04,912 PATIENTS FROM 880 CITIES AND TOWNS IN INDIA.
09.25 Donna Goodridge. PAIN AS A CAUSE OF ACTIVITY LIMITATIONS IN PERSONS WITH COPD
09.40 Miguel Román-Rodríguez. INHALED CORTICOSTEROIDS (IC) USE FOR COPD IN A HEALTH AREA
09.55 Nicholas Zwar. ACCURACY OF CASE FINDING FOR COPD BY PRACTICE NURSES
10.10 Irina Kamaeva. THYROID GLAND PATHOLOGY WORSENING BRONCHIAL ASTHMA: DRAFT OF PATHWAYS
10.25 Silvia Alvarez. ASTHMA MINIMAL KIT (ASMAKIT). EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN PRIMARY CARE.

Parallel Session 1c - Akademien
09.10 Thys van der Molen. ASTHMA AND ITS MANAGEMENT: IDENTIFYING DISTINCT PATIENT ATTITUdINAL CLUSTERS
09.25 Patricia Bailey. NAVIGATING THE REALITIES OF LIVING WITH COPD: STORIES OF PATIENTS AND FAMILY CAREGIVERS
09.40 Rika Tonami. NURSES’ KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AND INTENTION TO STUDY COPD
09.55 Ioanna Tsiligianni. FINANCIAL CRISIS AND ITS IMPACT ON RESPIRATORY DISEASES
10.10 Hasse Melbye. PREDICTORS OF ICS/LABA PRESCRIBING IN COPD PATIENTS
10.25 Esther I Metting. FAVORABLE RESULTS FROM AN DUTCH ASTHMA/COPD SERVICE FOR PRIMARY CARE
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ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 09.10-10.40

Parallel Session 1d - Carolina

09.10  Ann-Britt Zakrisson. LONGITUDINAL EFFECTS OF A MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMME OF PULMONARY REHABILITATION FOR PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD) IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
09.25  Fiona P Shetty. AN APPROACH TO IMPROVE ASTHMA PATIENT EDUCATION USING SMART PHONES
09.40  Anthony D’Urzo. Tiotropium as add-on therapy to ICS plus LABA in patients with symptomatic severe asthma
09.55  Kamrun Nahar. HEALTH SEEKING BEHAVIOR OF COPD PATIENTS AT PRIMARY CARE LEVEL IN BANGLADESH
10.10  Eva Österlund Efraimsson. PATIENTS’ DESCRIPTIONS OF LIVING WITH COPD IN VARIOUS STAGES OF THE ILLNESS
10.25  Javiera Corbalan. PREVALENCE OF ASTHMA AND OTHER ALLERGIC DISEASES IN THE CHILEAN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENT POPULATION

ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 11.05-12.40

Parallel Session 2a - Gillesalen

11.05  Dewan Shamsul Alam. PREVALENCE OF COPD AND ITS SOCIOECONOMIC AND LIFESTYLE DETERMINANTS IN BANGLADESH: PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM A POPULATION BASED STUDY.
11.20  Javiera Corbalan. QUALITATIVE PERCEPTION OF HEALTH CARE EXPERTS ON THE CAUSES OF THE LOW COVERAGE OF ASTHMA IN THE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE IN CHILE
11.35  W Darlene Reid. PAIN AND COMORBIDITIES IN COPD
11.50  Daniel Ocaña. EVALUATION OF QUALITY STANDARDS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND DIAGNOSIS OF COPD IN PRIMARY CARE
12.05  Hannah Parke. PRISMS: A RAPID SYSTEMATIC META-REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE ON SUPPORTING ASTHMA SELF-MANAGEMENT
12.20  Kerstin Romberg. HOW TO IMPROVE THE CARE OF COPD- AND ASTHMAPATIENTS IN SWEDEN
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ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 11.05-12.40

Parallel Session 2b – Swedenborg

11.05 Gunnar Johansson. PNEUMONIA EVENTS AND CHOICE OF FIXED ICS/LABA COMBINATION IN COPD. INFLUENCE OF ICS DOSE AND BURDEN OF DISEASE AT TREATMENT START
11.20 Nicholas Zwar. SUPPORTING SMOKING CESSATION IN AUSTRALIAN PRIMARY CARE: EARLY RESULTS OF THE QUIT IN GENERAL PRACTICE STUDY
11.35 Ramendra Nath Mitra. S.L.I.T RUSH IMMUNOTHERAPY – FASTER REACH TO MAINTENANCE PLEATU –INDIA
11.50 James Stout. SPIROSMART: DEVELOPMENT OF A MOBILE PHONE-BASED SPIROMETER WITH FEEDBACK CAPABILITY.
12.05 Mauricio Soto. EVALUATION OF THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE ADHERENCE TO CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINE OF CHILDHOOD ASTHMA IN CHILE. A QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT.
12.20 Olof Karlsson. SHORT AND LONG-TERM SAFETY OF MP29-02*: A NEW THERAPY FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALLERGIC RHINITIS
12.30 Olof Karlsson. CLINICALLY RELEVANT EFFECT OF A NEW INTRANASAL THERAPY (MP29-02*) IN ALLERGIC RHINITIS (AR)

Parallel Session 2c – Akademien

11.05 Karin Lisspers. MANAGEMENT OF COPD – AN 11-YEAR EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY IN SWEDEN
11.20 Silvia Alvarez. GOLD VS GESEPOC: ARE THEY DIFFERENT?
11.35 Tze Lee Tan. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN COPD: FINDINGS OF AN EARLY DETECTION PROGRAMME IN SINGAPORE
11.50 Mike Thomas. PATIENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF BREATHING RETRAINING FOR ASTHMA: A QUALITATIVE STUDY
12.05 Poonam Kumar. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF IRRATIONAL USE OF MEDICINES IN PATIENTS SUFFERING FROM CHRONIC ASTHMA IN PRIMARY CARE
12.20 Anthony D’Urzo. ONCE-DAILY QVA149 REDUCES EXACERBATIONS, IMPROVES LUNG FUNCTION AND HEALTH STATUS VERSUS GLYCOPYPNRONIUM AND TIOTROPIUM IN SEVERE-TO-VERY SEVERE COPD PATIENTS: THE SPARK STUDY
12.30 Anthony D’Urzo. ONCE-DAILY GLYCOPYPNRONIUM IMPROVES LUNG FUNCTION AND REDUCES EXACERBATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH COPD: A POOLED ANALYSIS OF THE GLOW1 AND GLOW2 STUDIES
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**Parallel Session 2d – Carolina**

11.05 Rupert Jones. **A COMPARISON OF MULTI-COMPONENT INDICES OF COPD SEVERITY IN PRIMARY CARE: AN UNLOCK STUDY FROM THE IPCRG**

11.20 Ioanna Tsiligianni. **PATIENTS’ AND DOCTORS’ OPINION ABOUT THE DISEASE PROGNOSIS, IN STABLE COPD PATIENTS IN GREECE**

11.35 Susan Buckingham. **HELPING PEOPLE WITH VERY SEVERE COPD: FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A NOVEL HOLISTIC INTERVENTION**

11.50 Hanna Sandelowsky. **EFFICACY OF CASE METHOD EDUCATION IN COPD ON PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE IN PRIMARY CARE AND PATIENTS’ HEALTH: RANDOMIZED CONTROL STUDY.**

12.05 Ioanna Tsiligianni. **COPD EXACERBATIONS RISK VARIES ACCORDING TO PATIENTS CHARACTERISTICS**

12.20 Jonathan Marshall. **FLUTICASONE/FORMOTEROL THERAPY: TREATMENT EFFECTS IN PATIENTS BY BASELINE ASTHMA SEVERITY**

12.30 Kirsten Kaiser. **LONG-TERM SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE/FORMOTEROL FUMARATE COMBINATION THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH ASTHMA**

**Parallel Session 3a - Gillesalen**

13.40 Hilary Pinnock. **CLINICAL AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF TELEMONITORING FOR COPD: RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL**

13.55 Marianne Ostergaard. **ASTHMA AND PNEUMONIA IN UNDER-FIVES ADMITTED WITH ARI IN UGANDA**

14.10 Gemma Pearce. **PRISMS: A RAPID SYSTEMATIC META-REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE FOR SUPPORTED SELF-MANAGEMENT FOR COPD**

14.25 W Darlene Reid. **HOW PAIN AFFECTS PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE IN PEOPLE WITH COPD**

14.40 Esther I Metting. **DESCRIPTION OF A DUTCH WELL-ESTABLISHED ASTHMA/COPD SERVICE FOR PRIMARY CARE**

14.55 Miguel Román-Rodriguez. **COPD EXACERBATIONS: A PREDICTIVE HOSPITALIZATION RISK BASED ON INITIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MANAGEMENT IN PRIMARY CARE**

15.10 Dimitrios Ioannidis. **THE POTENTIAL RISK OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE IN PATIENTS UNDER AMIODARONE TREATMENT FOR CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS IN THE COMMUNITY**

15.25 Sander van der Leeuw. **THE CONTROL OF ALLERGIC RHINITIS AND ASTHMA TEST: VALIDATION OF THE DUTCH VERSION**

---

**ABSTRACTS**

**Parallel Session 11.05-12.40**

**Parallel Session 13.40-15.40**

---
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Meeting management undertaken by the International Primary Care Respiratory Group
ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 13.40-15.40

Parallel Session 3b – Swedenborg

13.40  Frederik Van Gemert.  PREVALENCE OF COPD AND ITS RISK FACTORS IN A RURAL AREA OF UGANDA
13.55  Dr. Monica Sumit Barne.  OBSTRUCTIVE AIRWAYS DISEASES ARE STRONGLY ASSOCIATED WITH PRESENCE OF CATARACT: RESULTS FROM A 1-DAY, POINT-PREVALENCE STUDY IN 2,04,912 PATIENTS FROM 880 CITIES AND TOWNS IN INDIA.
14.10  Thys van der Molen.  TREATMENT OF COPD BASED ON HEALTH STATUS - A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED PILOT STUDY
14.25  Suman Kumar.  ASSOCIATION BETWEEN FOOD AND ALLERGIC ASTHMA
14.40  Andrey Kamaev.  PHENOTYPE-BASED APPROACH TO CHILDREN ASTHMA THERAPY ADJUSTMENT IN COMMUNITY PRACTICE
14.55  Rupert Jones.  A PILOT STUDY OF PULMONARY REHABILITATION FOR POST TUBERCULOSIS PATIENTS IN UGANDA
15.10  Eleni Epiphaniou.  IMPLEMENTING ASTHMA SELF-MANAGEMENT – A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF MRC PHASE IV IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES
15.25  Kerstin Romberg.  EVALUATION OF TREATMENT WITH FIXED DOSE COMBINATIONS IN ASTHMA PATIENTS IN PRIMARY CARE IN SWEDEN BY USING MANNITOL CHALLENGE TEST

Parallel Session 3c – Akademien

13.40  Thys van der Molen.  PATIENTS PERCEIVE THEIR ASTHMA TO BE CONTROLLED DESPITE THE PRESENCE OF SYMPTOMS: A EUROPEAN SURVEY OF 8000 PATIENTS
13.55  Saimma Majothi.  SUPPORTED SELF-MANAGEMENT FOR PATIENTS WITH MODERATE TO SEVERE CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD) AT OR SHORTLY AFTER DISCHARGE FROM HOSPITAL: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS
14.10  Ramendra Nath Mitra.  LUNG FUNCTION AMONG THE WORKERS EXPOSED TO RUBBER FACTORY IN WEST BENGAL
14.25  Eva Österlund Efraimsson.  PATIENT’S CONTACTS WITH PRIMARY HEALTH CARE REGARDING SPECIFIC LUNG CANCER SYMPTOMS THE YEAR PRIOR TO DIAGNOSIS
14.40  Ioanna Tsiligianni.  PERSONALITY ISSUES, HEALTH STATUS AND SMOKING CESSATION
14.55  Annie Burden.  COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF EXTRAFINE HYDROFLUOROALKANE BECLOMETASONE (EF HFA-BDP) AND FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE (FP) IN SMOKING ASTHMATIC PATIENTS — A RETROSPECTIVE, REAL-LIFE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY IN A UK PRIMARY CARE ASTHMA POPULATION
15.10  James Stout.  ENABLING ONLINE SPIROMETRY TRAINING AND FEEDBACK FROM THE US TO AUSTRALIA: E-Quality PROGRAM RESULTS
15.25  Ioanna Tsiligianni.  SPIRITUAL/RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND HEALTH STATUS IN COPD
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ABSTRACTS
Parallel Session 13.40-15.40

Parallel Session 3d - Carolina

13.40 Annemarije Kruis. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INTEGRATED DISEASE MANAGEMENT FOR PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE
13.55 Bjorn Stallberg. NEW GOLD RECOMMENDATIONS IN A SEVEN YEARS FOLLOW UP - CHANGES IN SYMPTOMS AND RISK CATEGORIES
14.10 Ana Quelhas. DEVELOPING A TOOL FOR RECORDING OF ASTHMA CARE IN THE ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD IN PORTUGAL: A DELPHI STUDY
14.40 Björn Ställberg. FOLLOW-UP PROGRAMME FOR PATIENTS USING SYMBICORT® TURBUHALER® MAINTENANCE AND RELIEVER THERAPY IN REAL-WORLD CLINICAL PRACTICE
14.55 Gm Monsur Habib. IMPROVING PRIMARY CARE RESPIRATORY SERVICE IN A LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRY
15.10 Javiera Corbalan. EXPLORATORY USE OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR EPIDEMIOLOGIC ANALYSIS IN CHILDHOOD ASTHMA
15.25 Ann-Britt Zakrisson. USING PATIENT REPORT INFORMING SELF-MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (PRISMS) AS A TOOL TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATION/INTERACTION BETWEEN PATIENTS WITH COPD AND CAREGIVERS?